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Long Term Rating AA/Stable Affirmed

Rationale

S&P Global Ratings affirmed its 'AA+' long-term rating on City Utilities (CU) of Springfield, Mo.'s revenue bonds

outstanding and its 'AA' long-term rating on CU's certificates of participation outstanding. We differentiate the ratings

by one notch given the certificates' subordinate-lien status to the revenue bonds. The outlook is stable.

CU provides electric, natural gas, water, telecommunications, and mass transit (bus) services. In 2017, the breakdown

of CU revenue was approximately 66% electric, 18% natural gas, 11% water, 3% telecommunications, and less than

1% mass transit. As electric services provide the majority of the revenue, this report largely refers to electric

operations. The rating action reflects the application of our criteria "U.S. Municipal Retail Electric And Gas Utilities:

Methodology And Assumptions," published Sept. 27, 2018 on RatingsDirect.

The 'AA+' rating reflects our opinion of CU's very strong enterprise risk profile and extremely strong financial risk

profile. The very strong enterprise risk profile reflects our view of CU's large customer base with significant revenue

from residential accounts, competitive electric rates, and a diverse resource portfolio. Importantly, CU has excellent

management, policies, and planning. The extremely strong financial risk profile reflects our view of robust fixed-charge

coverage (FCC), liquidity of more than 200 days when including funds in CU's designated improvement account, and a

low debt-to-capitalization ratio.

The enterprise risk profile reflects our view of CU's:

• Very strong operational management assessment, highlighted by CU's obtaining electricity from owned generation

sources, as well as purchases from the Southwest Power Pool (SPP) Integrated Marketplace and purchased power

contracts with several renewable energy providers. CU produces five-year financial forecasts, five-year capital

improvement plans, and has written policies on topics including natural gas hedging and rate policy standards.

• Strong service area economic fundamentals, reflected by a large customer base with significant revenue from

residential accounts, although the service area's below average income level partly offsets this

• Very strong market position, with CU's weighted average revenue per kilowatt-hour about 90% of the state's

average, which allows for rate raising flexibility
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• Extremely strong industry risk relative to other industries and sectors

The financial risk profile reflects our view of CU's:

• Extremely strong coverage, with FCC at 1.73x in the latest audited year and projected to be at least 1.62x in the

next five years

• Very strong liquidity and reserves, in that CU can meet expenses for more than 260 days with unrestricted cash and

funds in a designated improvement account, although we note slight projected declines

• Extremely strong debt and liabilities profile, evidenced by a debt-to-capitalization ratio of 35%, which we view as

manageable for a vertically integrated utility, and no additional debt plans

Outlook

The stable outlook reflects our view of CU's residential customer base, which provides a degree of revenue stability, a

solid and diverse resource portfolio given its owned generation as well as long-term purchased power contracts,

sophisticated management that has developed credit supportive policies and plans, and robust financial metrics.

Upside scenario

We do not expect to raise the rating over the next two years given the below-average income levels in the service area

and significant generation from coal, which exposes CU to potential onerous future costs related to emissions.

Downside scenario

Although we are unlikely to do so, we could lower the rating if coverage declines from extremely strong levels or if

competitiveness erodes to a level that we would consider only adequate.

Utility Description And Credit Overview

CU provides electric, natural gas, water, telecommunications, and mass transit services to the City of Springfield and

nearby areas in southwest Missouri. CU's service area is approximately 320 square miles with a population of 248,800.

CU has operated in Springfield, the third-largest city in the state and the seat of Greene County, since 1945.

Natural gas service provides about 18% of CU's revenue. CU's natural gas service is strictly a retail distribution system,

serving more than 80,000 customers in 2017. The Energy Authority (TEA) purchases natural gas for CU; pipelines

operated by Southern Star Central Gas Pipeline Inc. and Enable Gas Transmission LLC move the gas to Springfield.

CU sells its natural gas with a purchased gas adjustment in place so that customers absorb the entire wholesale cost of

gas. The average annual natural gas bill for residential customers in 2017 was $529.

Water service provides about 11% of CU's revenue and served more than 80,000 customers in 2017. The city does not

anticipate needing additional supply until at least 2040. The average annual water bill for residential customers in 2017

was $396.
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Enterprise Risk

Operational Management Assessment: Very strong

For electricity, CU is vertically integrated, obtaining about 55% of its electricity from owned generation in 2017, with

49.5% from coal and 4.7% from natural gas. CU's coal and natural gas plants are the John Twitty Energy Center,

James River Power Station, and McCartney Generating Station. CU purchases 22.9% of its electricity from the SPP

Integrated Marketplace. The remainder of CU's electricity comes from renewable resources: Frontier Wind Farm

(14.6%), Smokey Hills Wind Farm (4.8%), Southwestern Power Administration-Hydro (3.0%), Landfill Gas Generation

(0.3%), and Strata Solar (0.2%). Most of these contracts are long term, stabilizing CU's operations. The Smoky Hills

Wind Farm contract runs until 2028, the Frontier Wind Farm contract until 2037, and the Strata Solar contract until

2039. Approximately 35% of the CU's electricity is from renewable resources, which we view positively. The number

of entities, as well as the variety of fuel resources, provides diversity. In addition, CU is an equity member in TEA, a

power marketing joint venture with seven other municipal utilities. TEA reduces its members' risk by pooling resources

and providing resource management services.

In 2017 10.4% of CU's electric revenue was from wholesale sales, partly from selling electricity into the SPP market. In

addition, CU's wholesale sales include a contract to sell electricity to Nixa, Mo. The contract with Nixa is expected to

end in 2022.

CU is compliant with all environmental regulations. CU recently eliminated all wet ash storage at its power plant sites

and has also worked with a battery technology and energy storage solution company to develop a pilot utility-scale

energy storage system. However, CU remains exposed to coal (in terms of potential future onerous emissions costs),

from which it generates about 50% of its electricity. This amount has sharply decreased from 2014, when 75% of CU's

electricity was generated from coal. CU has coal purchase and coal transportation obligations that represent a majority

of its annual coal burn.

CU's management team has substantial depth and experience. The general manager has been at CU since 2011, and

had been the associate general manager for electric supply from 2002 to 2011. Besides the general manager, several

individuals at the associate general manager level have deep knowledge of operations. The management team has

produced extensive policy and planning documents, including five-year financial forecasts of the balance sheet and

income statement, a capital improvement plan, a strategic plan, a natural gas transactions policy (hedging), and rate

policy standards. CU is undertaking an integrated resource plan that is expected to be complete in 2019. CU has an

internal target for working capital of 70 to 140 days, as well as an internal debt service coverage target of 2.5x and a

minimum of 2.0x. Actual results show that CU has stayed within its working capital range and has consistently

exceeded its minimum 2x debt service coverage target. The policy and planning undertaken by CU show that

management has thought rigorously about operations. We expect the credit supportive policies and plans to continue.

Economic fundamentals: Strong

In 2017 CU's electric system served more than 114,000 customers. The large size of the customer base allows for

economies of scale. The number of customers grew by about 0.9% each of the past couple years. Over the same

period, retail electric sales slightly declined. Residential customers account for about 39% of CU's revenue and 33% of
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sales, providing stability.

Springfield is a regional economic center for the health care and retail sectors. Moreover, the unemployment rate in

Springfield was 3.2% in 2017 compared with the national average of 4.4%. However, incomes in the service area are

just 67% of the country's median. There is no concentration among CU's customers. The top 10 customers provided

about 16% of CU's revenue and the top customer, a hospital, provided 3%. Overall, economic fundamentals are solid

for CU.

Market position: Very strong

CU's weighted average revenue per kilowatt-hour as a percentage of the state average is 91% according to 2017 data

from the U.S. Energy Information Administration. Residential rates are 90% of the state average, commercial 90%, and

industrial 102%. CU has not increased base rates since 2016 and plans no rate increases for the next five years, so the

percentages will likely improve further. The low rates provide CU with rate raising flexibility if needed. CU is governed

by an 11-member board of public utilities.

CU has an automatic fuel adjustment clause. Every six months, CU updates the fuel adjustment factor to account for

the upcoming six-month period as well as any under-recovery or over-recovery from the previous six-month period. In

case of a wide enough discrepancy in collection versus actual results within a six-month period, CU can undertake an

emergency recalculation of the fuel adjustment factor. From a credit perspective, the fuel adjustment clause is a helpful

tool allowing CU to pass through fuel cost variability.

Industry risk: Extremely strong

Consistent with "Methodology: Industry Risk," published Nov. 19, 2013, we consider industry risk for municipal retail

electric and gas utilities covered under these criteria very low and therefore extremely strong compared with that of

other industries and sectors.

Financial Risk

Coverage metrics: Extremely strong

CU's FCC, which treats transfers to the city as an operating expense and 50% of purchased power expenses as

debtlike, was 1.73x in fiscal 2017. FCC is projected to be in the range of 1.62x to 1.77x in fiscal years 2018 to 2022. We

view these coverage numbers as robust. The consistency of coverage, ranging from 1.72x to 1.75x in the past three

audited years, shows prudent financial management and operational stability, in our view.

CU has been proactive in raising base rates to maintain FCC with a 5.9% base rate increase in 2014, a 3.9% increase in

2015, and a 3.7% increase in 2016. Moreover, FCC is closely related to debt service coverage: CU's target for debt

service coverage helps maintain healthy FCC.

Liquidity and reserves: Very strong

CU's unrestricted cash and funds in a designated improvement account surpassed $229 million, or about 266 days of

operating expenses, in fiscal 2017. For a vertically integrated utility, CU's liquidity provides substantial cushion.

Projections of available cash decrease in the coming years, as CU plans to fund capital projects by using cash reserves.

With the decrease in available reserves, total days' operating expenses is projected to be in the range of 219 to 234
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days in the coming years. CU has a target of 70 to 140 days for working capital, which it has consistently met.

Debt and liabilities profile: Extremely strong

In fiscal 2017 CU's debt-to-capitalization ratio was 35%, which we view as manageable for a vertically integrated

utility. The ratio has improved over the past three years. As CU has no plans to issue debt in the next three years and

is scheduled to make debt service payments, the ratio is projected to further strengthen, reaching 23% by 2023. CU

forecasts capital improvement plan spending of $273 million over the next five years, which compares with spending

of $329 million over the past five years. CU will fund these capital projects without issuing new debt.
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